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ABSTRACT

This century has faced various pandemics within the couple of decades. These pandemics knocked global public health systems and opened up the gaps to grasp these outbreaks. Quarantine or isolation of the susceptible individuals is an ancient technique that has been proven very effective. This technique is however not practiced accurately for current pandemic of COVID-19, due to which the COVID-19 infection is re-occurring in most part of the world.

INTRODUCTION

Quarantine is a multifaceted strategy towards the control of communicable diseases and pandemic outbreaks. It is a conventional tool of public health that adopted to assess the nature of disease and degree of risk for disease transmission. Quarantine is the cornerstone for infectious disease control strategy which has been successfully applied to contain previous corona, Influenza and Zika virus outbreaks (SARS in 2003, Influenza A (H1N1) pdm09 in 2009 and Zika in 2016/17) [1].

Over the time of centuries, quarantine has been used as barrier between infective and susceptible individuals. This public health tool helps in delaying disease spread, encasing infection, stop terror and casualties and providing space for societal work. Besides its valuable outcomes, quarantine practices are supposed as intrusive, unpleasant, distrusted and suspicious. It raises socio-economic, political and ethical issues in a society, and some time it crushes individual’s rights in the interest of general public health and safety. The separation and segregation policy lead to panic and frustrated situation for low income settings. However, the restrictions on individuals free movement effects positive on disease control and reduces the risk of disease spread [2]. In such circumstances, social distancing plays an important role [3].

The rituals and social practices in civilized and uncivilized societies are different. Civilized societies adopt quarantine practice with broader understanding for their safety. The quarantine practices were compromised during the last episodes of COVID-19 and hence, introduced new wave of outbreak in various parts of the world. There might be various misunderstandings or gaps in organizing quarantine practices publically. The countries in Asia region are less developed and accommodate a larger proportion of population. Here, quarantine practices are entirely difficult due to financial and social constraints and governments even take assistance from judiciary and law enforcement may take place to execute the orders [4]. As the COVID-19 is spreading very rapidly and induces millions of cases
throughout the globe. The quarantine practices, if adopted, may provide excellent results to prevent COVID-19 in the current limitations of pharmaceutical and therapeutically interventions. Quarantine practices can be applied on one individual or on a wider population in a geographic area [5,6].

For COVID-19, the four pillars to adopt quarantine practices are; prior identification of empowering authority, public trust to compliance of authority’s directive, implementation of personnel protective measures and identification of exposed individuals.

The quarantine may be initiated on the bases of exposed/infected cases, increase in mortality and/or morbidity, rapidity in disease transmission, pattern of individuals movement within and out of community, available resources for disease management and treatment and risk of any public panic situation.

The first effort to control a communicable infection is the restriction of movements between communities followed by guidelines on communication (press release and travel), practice of social distancing, movement of essential personnel (technical staff, rescue and first responders with validation of movements/services), and continuation of supply chain (food, medication and garbage), and movement of emergency health and safety services.
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